ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communications is a specific area of wireless communication that has been extensively explored within the last decade. The concept of cooperative communications (relay network (RN)) builds upon a network architecture where nodes assist each other to realize spatial advantages of diversity. However, ever since the RN emerges, it has led to introduce new challenges i.e., low reliability, limited throughput, coverage area, service's quality and high data rate. Meanwhile, the network coding (NC) approach was established to be an efficient technique to address same challenges. Motivated by these problems this study deals with presents the analytical solutions that address these issues.
The two main familiar strategies in a wireless RN are decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify and forward (AF) [1] , [2] , which both schemes can be readily applied in MARC system. The benefits of DF-NC protocol were an increase in the throughput and a decrease the relay energy than the traditional scheme i.e. takes four-time slots. In contrary, the transmission in MARC with the analog-NC takes place in two-time slots. First, the two source nodes broadcast at the same time their information to one or multiple relays. The relays receive a superimposed signal, then amplify the received signal by the best relay, and forward it to destination node. Analog-NC has proven particularly useful in wireless networks due to the wireless channels' implementation of NC [3] .
Recently, it has been shown that the performance of wireless RNs can be further improved by selecting an optimal relay node for transmission. In [2] and [7] the analysis of the performance for the multiple accesses relays channel (MARC) deal with single relay and not conforms to the demand for wireless networks. In this study, we consider MARC with N-relay to improve the spectral efficiency while one relay has higher symbol error rate (SER). We obtained the close form expression for SER and outage probability using moment generating function (MGF), probability distribution function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of end-toend signal-to-noise (SNR) for i.i.d channels. The results show that the DF-NC achieved better performance than analog-NC.
Power allocation has intensively been presented in three nodes network [4] . The power allocation developed for the three nodes network cannot be able to apply directly in MARC system. This is due to different works and complexity in MARC system. In practical application of wireless RN such as a cellular system, the optimal power allocation plays a vital role for several uses. To minimize the SER of this system, the optimization of the power allocation has been investigated in this article. Hence, it is tremendously useful to study this issue, minimizing the SER for MARC. The results provide that the optimum power allocation attain better performance by increasing the number of relay.
The rest of this article is organized as follow: Section-2 introduces the system model as well as the strategies of relay selection for MARC in Section-3. The performance analysis provides in Section-4. The outage probability and power allocation are presented in Section-5. The simulation results are provided in Section-6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section-7.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a general model of MARC with analog-NC and DF-NC which consists of source nodes, denoted by S 1 and S 2 , N-relay nodes, denoted by R 1 …R N and one destination known as D. In the optimal relay selection scheme, as shown by the solid line in Figure 1 , each message transmits from the two source nodes takes place in two modes. In the first mode, both source nodes send the information to all relays simultaneously. In the second mode, best relay node is selected to forward the received signals to destination node. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the source and the relay nodes have all the link information. A drive an approximate formula for SER to pick the suitable relay according to the maximum SNR is presented.
In each source node the information bits X ∈ ± and transmitted to the relay. In this article, we restrict to BPSK for the simple presentation. The channel coefficients between sources to relays, relays to destination and sources to destination denoted as a complex value coefficients 
,
We assume that the channel coefficients are available at destination node. In addition, the additive white Gaussian noise on all links are , The received signals at relay node and destination in the first time of transmission written as: 
The output of the relay is modeled as:
where ( ) . f denotes the process applied in the relay node. The relay amplifies the received signal and broadcasts during the second-time slot. The relay will normalize the received signal by a factor of
 , so that the average energy is unity.
As such, this paper will focus on wireless multicast network ingrained with a two source, relays as well as destination in an effort to enhance a successful applied maximum ratio combing and receipt of information through the transmitters.
RELAY SELECTION FOR MARC
In the second-mode of transmission, just single relay is selected out of N-relays to forward the received signals. This is depending on the SNR of the channel link between the sources and relays node, best j R may be a more suitable relay will prefer to complete the transmission. Just a single source node (i.e., S 1 or S 2 ) will determine the optimal relay according to a certain criterion and broadcast the index of it to all relays. Then, only the selected one, which is known by both source nodes, is active in the second mode of transmission, and the other keep idle. The mathematical steps of the relay selection present in the following corollary:
Corollary: In order to find the best relay, we can put the summarization in form as follow: From the N-relays, the one best relay is chosen as the relays which have the maximum SNR. Therefore, 
Performance Analysis
We present in this section the selection methods according to two schemes (analog-NC and DF-NC) of the system model. , denoted by PDF and CDF respectively. From equation (5), we use the 1 , S j γ for derivation of both schemes, which can be written as which can be written as in [2] and [8] for analog-NC and DF schemes respectively: 
According to the system model we have that best j R γ is an exponential random variable with parameter best j R η . So the CDF is defined as:
Therefore substituting equation (9) 
Using general equation of average SER [5] , the SER from relay selection can be expressed as:
where g =1 for BPSK as well as M=2 and MGF 
Outage Probability and Power Allocation
In this section, we provide how we can calculate the outage probability and power allocation to both schemes.
Outage probability
Outage probability defined as the probability that the output SNR falls a certain given threshold, mathematically it is:
where
γ denotes the PDF of SNR. Therefore, using the expression in (11), the Pout written as:
Power allocation
Power allocation has been investigated to minimize the outage probability and maximize the mutual information of the analog-NC scheme [4] . In this work, we can provide here the power allocation to both sources and the SER best relay that has lower bound i.e. 
The optimum power allocation is to find the source power that minimizes the lower bound of SER subject to the total power by solving the Lagrange equation below:
where ∆ is positive Lagrange multiplier. By driving equation (20) with respect to P s and P R equal to zero, respectively. We can get: which indicate the power at the relay should be equal to the total power at the two sources to indemnity for the energy used generates the new version of combined information in one time slot, irrespective of number of relays.
Simulation Results
In this section, we provide the simulation results using MATLAB tools for the MARC model. Due to symmetrical sources, they should have the same SER; therefore, it would be satisfy to examine one source. The simulation results are provided for a BPSK modulation over the Rayleigh fading channels. We present the simulation results of the closed form of approximate SER to pick a best relay among nR-relays node of Analog-NC and DF-NC strategies. Figure 2 show the average of SER of the system model with BPSK and 8PSK for N-relays. We can observe that in both cases the average SER inversely proportional to number of relay (i.e. SER decrease when the number of relay increase). The compression between analog-NC and DF scheme are available in Figure 3 . It easy to observe that the DF protocol is outperforms the Analog-NC. The outage probability versus SNR results of the system model presented in Figure  4 . We can observe from it that the number of relay nodes effect the outage probability (i.e. decrease).
In Figure 5 , we examine the performance of SER of analog-NC scheme with reference value of P s and P r given by equation (22). The asymptotic results are provide for comparison with equal power P s = P Rj =P total . We can easily observe that, the SER with optimum power allocation achieved better performance than an asymptotic scheme even the number of relays node are increased. Optimal SER Asymptotic SER Figure 5 Simulated the SER by analog-NC scheme using transmit power allocation, where nR =1, 2, 3, 4.
Conclusion
In this wok, we have proposed a relay selection with DF-NC and analog-NC over MARC system. We derived the asymptotic close forms of SER for both schemes, which are verified through simulation. We demonstrated by analysis, the DF-NC scheme has good performance over a wide range of SNR than the analog-NC. To improve the system performance, the optimum power allocation between the two sources and the best relay is provided based on the asymptotic SER. The analytical results proved that the optimum power allocation has considerable performance over asymptotic SER, mainly using a large number of relays node.
